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Ed box
Paid for by Thurston Howell III and the Friends of the American Cancer Society
Suicides; we had two more in just one week. Unlike the past editors I don’t
think suicides are the largest sources of humor. I do think however, they are a
An Appeal:
large source of pride. MIT has at least one suicide every year, while Mesa comSupport Cancer Research
munity college hasn’t had one ever. Thank you, Danny Sobel and Andrew Lai
for making our school that much more presitgious.
I’d like to shake hands with the man who invented cancer. My
For those of you who didn’t jump and who may be trying to break into the party
God,
what an efficient killing machine of those too poor or too
scene for the first time here in college let me bestow upon you the pearls of wisstupid to live on a tropical island. Best of all, a clandestine Shaddom I’ve been able to pick up along the way here at UCSD, the party school that
will never be.
ow Government program places carcinogens in everyday objects,
1. Know your limit. Don’t get me wrong, getting shit faced and passing out is
with no chance of detection.
fun but doing it every time you party is just selfish; think of your friends who
You may already know that we’ve perfected airborne cancer
have to drag your ass home. If you’re fat, fully expect to be left where you fall
viruses (released from “industrial” plants) and discovered how to
unless you bring a wheelbarrow with you; no one is going to carry your dead
load carcinogens into fried foods, but you’ll be ecstatic about the
weight for more than five feet before determining you’re not a friend worth havresearch breakthroughs soon to come; in the future, cancer will be
ing ... trust me.
venereally communicable, 50% more lethal, and curable by Dom
2. If you are throwing a party, be democratic; maximize the space you have for
the most amount of people. Do not convert a room that was intended on being
Pérignon. And a top-secret new program is developing radioaca dance/bath/fuck room into a room for recovery for one passed out girl who
tive paychecks for minimum wage-earners. All of these advances
responds to your gentle reassurance of well-being by puking all over the carpet.
are possible only with tremendous financial support.
If the passed out girl is fat, ask yourself the following question: When a whale
So next time the American Cancer Society asks you to support
beaches itself, do people haul it into PB and rope off a 5 block radius around
cancer research, I encourage you to donate generously. And tell
it? Instead just roll her back into the nearest ocean, go back to drinking, and be
them Thurston sent you.
amazed as the problem solves itself.
3. Everyone at a party who is drinking is playing the same game with them					
Warm regards,
selves. The name of the game is, “Keep the Buzz” and the rules are that if
you’re sober you’re losing, and if your’re puking you’ve lost. It’s a fun game
but don’t expect to have any deep conversations with other humans while play					
Thurston Howell, III
ing it, not even between two Bioinformatics majors. Parties are for mindless
dribble that you forgot to wipe off at the door and instead decided to spill into
the closest stranger’s ear with high hopes that it might elicit a chuckle.
4. If you make a trade with someone at a party, that shit is final. Do not come
over to my house the next day with a smile and an open hand expecting to get
back your sorority hat or your hawaiian lei just because you no longer appreciate
the DNA I left on your forehead in exchange. No trade backs, Mom.
5. If you’re at a bonfire and there’s a can of gasoline, don’t get close to either one
... trust me.
6. If cops come to shut the party down, stay cool. I’m not going to go through
all the rights you have, because it’s boring for those that know, and there are
multiple boring websites for those that don’t. Although, diving out of a two
Fun Factoid:
story window and jumping into the first moving car you see at the sight of a cop
Staff Box
5 UCSD students have killed
is definitely cool.
Killing
Themselves
for Your Enjoyment
themselves since last year:
7. Pimps don’t run.
8. Fights are almost always avoidable but when they’re not I have found that it’s Natalie Summerfish 2/7/05
- jumped off Pacific Hall
best to go fucking crazy; tell your advisary that you’re going to cut his or her
Kunal Patel 10/4/05
fucking throat and then look around for something sharp to do it with. If they
- Shotgun
push you or throw a punch respond by jumping on top of them with both feet on Christina Chow 11/15/04
their chest, bashing their face in with something heavy and metal, all the while - Pills
Danny Sobel 2/9/06
screaming, “I hate you myspace Tom,” repeatedly.
That’s pretty much it, any other information that I may or may not have had was - Jumped off Gilman
Andrew Lai 2/17/06
Drowned at Blacks
probably lost by doing an upside down gravity hit of northern lights mixed with -Jumped off the La Jolla Cliffs
Brad Kohlenberg
blueberry. Thanks you know who ... ‘cause I don’t.
3 out of 5 prefer Jumping!

Last Month’s
“Stupid Photo
Caption of the
Month” Winner!

Jumped off Tenaya
Moximo, Aaron, Marcus X, Rexi
Blew Their Brains Out
Skillz, Davey G, Eugene, Milk, Bear Paw, Bear
Cub
Slit Wrists
Sours, Judy, Nicholle, Robert
Connor, Joy, Jake, Mike T, Vince

Think you got caption skillz?

Oh word son?

Proove it!

Go to page 9 for this Month’s Photo
and then submit your Caption at:

WWW.THEKOALA.ORG
“The publication may have been funded in part or in whole by funds allocated by
the ASUCSD. However, the views expressed in this publication are solely those
of The Koala, its principal members and the authors of the content of this publication. While the publisher of this publication is a registered student organization at
UC San Diego, the content, opinions, statements and views expressed in this or any
other publication published and/or distributed by The Koala
are not endorsed by and do not represent the views, opinions, policies, or positions of the ASUCSD, GSAUCSD, UC San Diego, the University of California
and the Regents or their officers, employees, or
agents. The publisher of this publication bears
and assumes the full responsibility and liability
for the content of this publication.”

Swallowed Pills
George, E-dogg, Jeremy, Marissa, T-bone,
Adam, Barton, Paula, Michelle N.
Failed an attempt at homoerotic asphyxiation
Steven “Westerfield” York

NEVER RECYCLE
Retractions:
We would like to apologize for something that was
printed in the last issue that
may have upset or confused
some.

Drunken Jedi Instructions:

1. Get Drunk.
2. Put the blast shield (empty 12-pack
box of PBR or equally shitty beer)
over your head thus obstucting your
non-jedi vision.
3. Attempt to block/dodge objects
as they are thrown at you from Jedi
Council (other drunk idiots or equally
shitty friends)

The Topic in list #173045
(Vol. 71, Issue I, Page 2,
fourth column, fourth list
down) should have read:
“Top Nine Things Overheard Warning: Fuck the professionals. Please
do attempt to play this at home.
In A Gay Bar Brawl”
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WORLD FAMOUS KOALA LISTS

Bottom Five Pickup Lines
1. “I usually don’t date faggots
buuuuut... “
2. “Soooo, what’s your going
rate?”
3. “Don’t worry, my bed can hold
all your weight.”
4. “Seeing how my herpes is in
remission...”
5. “Hi, will you be walking back to
your car all alone tonight?”
Top Five Reasons I Don’t Believe
in Intelligent Design
1. Introns
2. Fat chicks with small breasts
3. The President of the United
States of America
4. Nipples on men
5. STDs
Top Six Signs Your Boyfriend is a
Little Too Jealous
1. He takes the dog with him when
he leaves the house.
2. Doesn’t let you buy bananas
anymore.
3. He installs a lojack in your
cooch.
4. He makes you wear a pad instead of a tampon.
5. Beats up your gynocologist after
every visit.
6. He only lets you watch midget
porn.
Top Six Pieces of Evidence Used
Against Me in a Court of Law
1. My chatroom sessions at underaged.com
2. This issue
3. Incinerated corpses of 12 million
people (not the Jews or Gypsies...
you’ll find out)
4. A box of magic bullets found in
my dresser.
5. The video tape from my head
mounted, “rape/kill cam”
Top Five Things You Can Do
with a C-Section Scar
1. Leave it open to play Peek-aBoo with your penis.
2. Leave it open for easier future
abortions.
3. Next to it write, “You must be
this tall to ride”
4. Cum reservoir
5. Anal
Top Five Rappers with Small
Penises
1. Sitz 2 P
2. Notorious SMALL
3. 50 mm
4. Lil’ Jon
5. Eminem

Top Five Things That Dead Hostages are Good For
1. Proof that you mean buisness
2. More shit to barricade the doors
with
3. A really good addition to the
haunted house you do every year
4. Stunt doubles in “Weekend at
Bernie’s 3”
5. A mediocre, but free, lay
Top Five New Winter Olympic
Games to Promote Black Participation
1. Dodging the Heating Bill
2. Figure Shanking
3. Extreme Hanging
4. Bob Escalading
5. Ski Jumping Your Cross-Town
Rivals
Top 5 Signs You’ve Hit Rock Bottom
1. The homeless midget said, “no.”
2. The UCSD admissions office
said, “yes.”
3. You tried to steal from the
Chicle kids in TJ ... and failed.
4. While going east on La Jolla Village Dr, you took the right turn to
Villa La Jolla too early.
5. You’re riding in the back of a
van in a pool of someone else’s
vomit... and the vomit looks pretty
damn good.
Top Five Calling Cards of a
UCSD Rapist
1. The victim was bored.
2. A meal point over each eye.
3. A note that reads “I’m majoring
in forensics, ha ha ha ha!”
4. The victim’s hymen remaining
intact.
5. “What’s you major?” written in
the victim’s blood on the wall.
Top 5 Not-So-Romantic Ways to
Propose
1. “So how about youse bein’ my
steady fuck?”
2. “Want to be the newest bride of
the Mormonator?”
3. When you put the ring on her,
it’s too small- so you whisper,
romantically, “you’re fatter than I
thought.”
4. Over Egg McMuffins
5. On a romantic trip to the beach,
you say, “Hey, what’s that in the
ocean?” She goes into the ocean
and pulls out a bottle. She opens
it to find a note which reads, “I’ve
been lost without you for so long,
will you marry me?” When she
looks up, you’re on one knee,
punching her mother in the face.
Top 5 Differences Between Porn
and Real Life
1. My real boss talks a lot more.
2. In porn the girl isn’t fat and
doesnt weep silently when I pass
out after a two minute ride on my
four inches of fury.
3. The girl orgasms in porn.

4. In real life I need binoculars and
I can’t rewind.
5. The girl will take your money,
screw your friends, beat you up,
piss on you, tie you down, chain
you up, whip you silly... but in real
life she’s fucking nutz.
Top 5 Insults That Work on Every Guy
1. I’m tired.
2. I heard you jack off every single
night.
3. You’re already done?!
4. Have you started shaving?
5. Is it in?
Top 5 Things That Sound Logical
But are Wrong
1. Suicide Victims
2. Crime doesn’t pay
3. Women have rights too.
4. Every life has value
5. All men are created equal
Top Five Mistakes of a First
Time Rapist
1. Going out with her for a month
prior.
2. Gagging her with your dental
records and birth certificate.
3. Operating just outside the
women’s self defense class.
4. Letting her tie you up.
5. Dumping her in the Koala office
... trust us.
Top Five Ways to Promote Black
Participation at the Winter
Games
1. Add a ball to any sport
2. Replace gold medals with stolen
TVs
3. Paint the ice to look like a basketball court
4. Make it illegal to participate in
5. Don’t hold them during Black
History Month.
Top Five Books That Have Never
Been Written
1. “How to Tell Your Publishers to
Go Fuck Themselves”
2. “Say Anything in Ten Words or
Less and Why It’s a Great Idea to
Always Say Things That Way”
3. “Zagat Survey of TJ Whore
Houses”
4. “God: An Autobiography”
5. “Interesting People at UCSD”
Top Five Slogans Our Troops
Use While Raping Indigenous
Peoples
1. “Just do it”
2. “Is it in you?”
3. “Whaaaaaaaasssup?”
4. “Plead all that you can plead, for
your Liiiiiiiiiife”
5. “It’s grrrrrrrrrreeeeaaat!”
Top Five Things Overheard in
the Bathroom of a Star Trek
Convention
1. “Green bitches all look the
same.”

2. “I’ve got to dump my warp core,
I’m leaking plasma”
3. “Resistance is futile. You will be
inseminated”
4. “Sierra Summit is way better
than Plaza”
5. “God, please don’t let me die a
virgin.”
Top Five Things You Say to
Make Yourself Feel Better
1. I’m living with AIDS, not dying
from it.
2. Yeah but think about how long
that shit is in millimeters.
3. Those kids in Africa are used to
starving by now.
4. She unconsciously consented.
5. The burning is probably just
soap.
Top 10 things to Confuse with
Jesus Christ
1. Communion wafer and box wine
2. Voices in your head telling you
to liberate Iraq
3. An out of control car on the freeway coming right at you
4. Someone doing a 29 second ice
luge hit of 151
5. God and the Holy Spirit
6. Thrifty Mexican candles
7. That dude that cuts your grass
8. James Caviezel
9. Jesus H. Christ
10. Another black guy, they all
look the same.
Top Five Questions the Prosecutor Asked Me on the Stand
1. Going with the evil twin defense
again, eh?
2. So what you’re telling me is all
thirty seven people are not only lying, but aliens went back in time to
frame you for a parking ticket?
3. Did you not NOT kill the woman or not?
4. Let’s just say for a second you
were the murderer, would you answer yes to the question, “Did you
kill that woman?”
5. What is the real size of your penis? Remember sir, you are under
oath.
Top Five Reasons I’m a Real Jedi
1. Using the force, I tricked my
parents into letting me live in their
basement for 45 years.
2. I can make anything nickel, iron,
or cobalt slide across this table.
3. When you play drunken jedi,*
you only chip one tooth.
4. I sprinkled Jedi powder into a
girls drink to make her forget the
“Force” I put in her ass last night.
5. I used my light saber (chainsaw)
to cut up the evil Imperial minions
(parents) and now the princess has
me in a warm embrace (I’m being
cuffed by the cops).
Thirsty for more Top Fives?
Satiate yourself on-line at:

www.thekoala.org

*Drunken Jedi Instructions: Page 2
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As we all know it’s illegal to print troop movements,
please enjoy the following...

W
TROOP MOVEMENTS
W
J
D
?
I want to bury
my baby leg in
Sarge’s ham
I ain’t no holla
wallet.
back grunt, no, I ain’t
OOH-RAH!!
no holla back grunt
KILL, KILL,KILL

Stupid Iraqi girl I’m
glad I raped ... shit this
is a word bubble not
a thought bubble!

DANCE!

Don’t
quote me

The other day I was working my shift at an assisted-living facility and after feeding a gentle 71-year-old Alzheimer’s patient it was time for her
bath. As her frail body undressed before me I thought to myself, “What
Would Jesus Do?” Having no clue, I Googled, “Jesus Alzheimer’s patient
bath.” Sexually abuse that mentally defunct elderly resident for all she’s
worth because she’d never remember it anyway: that’s what Jesus would do.
- Jesus Gonzalez, June 2002, Felony Sex Abuse
Working in construction is a tireless job. Sometimes you make mistakes. Yesterday, I accidentally killed my friend Michael in a terrible
fork-lift accident. After I crushed his skull, I started to panic, but then I
thought to myself, “What Would Jesus Do?” Luckily there was a laptop nearby and I Googled, “Jesus construction accident death.” Dump
the body into a truck and drive half a mile from the scene since he’s an
illegal alien. Oh, and then get a DUI. That’s what Jesus would do.
– Jesus Garcia, 2003, Felony Concealing an Accidental Death, DUI

June 22nd 0800 hours: Buy the most unnaturally lifted white
pickup possible that I cannot afford payments on. Schedule
command meeting with BlackFive and Baldilocks.
1600 Hours: Infiltrate Carl’s Jr. Search and Destroy Rodeo
cheese burger. Intercept communication of Party Location
from girl at the counter talking to local dude.
1630 Hours: Baldilocks accused by female civilian at the
counter of deploying a gas bomb in the vicinity. Baldilocks
counter argued “Whoever smelt it dealt it,” but camera surveillance proved otherwise.

A few years ago, when I was a naïve 16 year old student I was walking down
the hall and I saw this 16 year old hottie strolling towards me. I thought of
asking her to the prom or maybe a movie, but then I thought “What Would
Jesus Do?” I ran to the library and Googled, “Jesus 16 year old student girl.”
Grab her, ignore her screams and scratches, pull her into the photography
storage room, totally rape the hell out of her, and then plead not guilty if
some friend of hers dared to report it; that’s what Jesus would do. And then
he would probably put the photos up on the internet, but I came up with that
idea myself.
- Jesus Rodriguez, September 1998, Felony Sexual Assault, Forcible Rape,
Assault, Kidnapping, and False Imprisonment`
As a lazy slob sitting on my couch watching the Fabulous Life of Bill
Cosby, I began fantasizing about an Olympic size swimming pool filled
with Jello and hot models like those featured on the show. I thought about
jerking it, but instead thought to myself “What Would Jesus Do?” I paused
my TiVo and Googled, “Jesus Cosby money.” Jesus would recognize the
resemblance his daughter had to Bill Cosby and encourage her to attempt
to extort $40 million from Bill Cosby and then deny all culpability and
abandon my “supposed daughter.”
- Jesus Vasquez, April 1997

No lights. No sounds.
Only terror.

2100 Hours: Operation “crouching marine, hidden jarhead”
commenced. Located leather pants and see through zebra
shirt. Soaked in half bottle of cologne to disable the enemy’s sense of smell and sight. Donned additional 6lb gold
chains issued from the armorer as the 5lbers do not adequately camoflauge my excessive acne problem. Proceed with
Grim, Baldilocks, and Blackfive to local tavern.
2330 Hours: Neutralize perimeter guard. Commence assault of
party. Forcibly approach any woman who is already with a
guy. Initiate aggression.
0000 Hours: Mace local non-combatants in the face.
under cover of shadow.

Retreat

0200 Hours: Mission Status - After failed penetrations of
countless girls and a few males by mistake, rendevous at
LZ (Code named Denny’s). Contingency plan initiated: Fight
anyone who looks at me over their Grand Slam, and in a
drunk, lonely state, prove penis is the biggest. In the
event that the situation is escalated, order a breakfast
burrito to go.
0230 Hours: Grim a.k.a. Dan Smit had to relieve his bowels.
0300 Hours: Having disengaged from several skirmishes with
stronger-than-anticipated forces, retire back to the mobile
command center (Code named: Honda Civic). From there escape
the premises and coordinate with groups BlackFive and Grim
for late night Halo action.
0400 Hours: Assailants are more skilled than anticipated.
Launch verbal assault through our headsets. Power down Xbox
Live.
0500 Hours: Greyhawk demonstrates gun handling techniques
procured as a Navy Seal. Proclaims that he will shoot the
next thing that moves. Friendly fire upon BlackFive ensues
resulting in fatal wound. Hospital nearly three miles away.
Command decision made to watch Saved By the Bell rerun.

Helen Keller: The Ride

Next to the Haunted Mansion, just past the Punji Pits

Scaring daily at

.

0530 Hours: Decision proves positive. Episode turns out to
be the one where Zach pulls a prank and almost gets away
with it. BlackFive is no longer moving. Dibs on his stereo.
0800: After the cool morning air induces sobriety, the realization sets in that 7 years of slavery for 4 years of
college is a really bad fucking deal. In order to stave off
depression, we sexually torture the smallest guy in the
baracks. Apologies to Smash. RIP BlackFive.
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Knocking Down Sandcastles

wait until you’ve knocked down the work of their
lifetime. I had crushed Timmy’s dreams, both physiSure, it’s a dirty thrill. But, for those who
cally and symbolically. The synergy of the metaphor
enjoy being malicious, what could be betmade me cum in my pants. I spent 3 days in a jail
ter? It’s the height of glee- knocking down
cell trying to wipe that dried splooge stain off my
a child’s work of sand, then taking a steamy
leg. It was worth it. I knew I’d found my calling in
dump on the sand pile while getting screamed life.
at by their father. However, the rush from
My annual sojourns to this amazing competition
toppling these sandcastles fades over time,
grew increasingly more precarious. The security staff
not unlike the high the comes from huffing
caught on to my game. While there’s not many secuTinactin. After a while, running over ordinary rity staff at the WSS championships, I still needed to
sandcastles while naked just doesn’t stop the remain on my guard, and to always have a new ruse.
Jones, and you have to seek
The second year, I built my own sand
out more exciting situations.
castle, days before the competitiion,
“...If you think
Naturally, the “holy grail” of knocking down the work then hid inside until the tournament
knocking down sandcastles
began. Another time, I kidnapped
of
a
child’s
afternoon
is
is the “World Sand Sculptand killed the celebrity italian judge,
great, wait until you’ve cut off their face, then permanently
ing Championships.” These
are held every year on Venice knocked down the work grafted it onto my skin.
beach, which is, coincidental- of someone’s lifetime.
Again, however, the buzz started to
ly, the beach where I sleep. I
fade. I had years of orgasmic-like
remember the first time I stormed this comexcitement, but I needed a bigger target. The biggest
petition- I knocked over Timmy Timmulsen’s sand castle in the world, in fact... ... Las Vegas, with
sand castle, right in front of the judges! The
only 14 vans full of plastic explosives and a match,
high was incredible- if you think knocking
the ultimate rush awaited. In one deafening poof, all
down the work of a child’s afternoon is great, the city’s glass, which as we all know is just really

March 7, 2006

by E Dizzle my Nizzle

“One of my first, I still remember the sounds of the waves
that day, drowning out the cries of children and parent
alike.”

shiny sand, exploded into 18 billion, countless shards. Sure that totaly wicked rush cost
thousands of innocent lives, but I think they
all died with a smile on their face knowing
that they had been a part of something great,
the most righteous high a guy could ask for.
In retrospect, I had my thrills , butI wish
I had only temporarily grafted that Italian
judges face onto mine. Not that it’s a bad
looking face, it just doesn’t strike fear into
the hearts 7-year old sandcastle builders the
way my old one did.

“Blunted Over And Really Drunk”

Mammoth Trip
March 10-12
Parents, there is no telling what limits your child may reach. He may
someday make shoes, soccer balls, or nick-nacks to fill that machine at
your corner liquor store. But whether he one day reaches Wilson or Nike,
he can’t get there without your help. Talk to your children about the dangers of books and Western media and get them involved with sewing and
knitting at an early age. But most importantly, teach them that success
is not measured in dimes, it’s measured in quarters. You hold the future.

A child can make a difference.

Check out the club that got kicked
out of UCSD for beeing too cool:

www.sdboardclub.com
or e-mail: staff@sdboardclub.com

Attention UCSD Undergraduate Students

In the recent A.S. special election a proposed change to the SRTV
charter which would have prohibited, “graphic depictions of sexual activity involving nudity,” was voted down. The students at UCSD have
spoken and they have said that they want graphic nudity. We here at
the Koala have heard the voice of the students. Enjoy.
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Official Koala Konfetti

TM

Just cut it out and throw it in the air. Perfect for your next Birthday Party, Wedding, or Wake.

Suicide Letters; A Koala How-To
Ever since our editor tried to burn himself
alive, many people have been asking us at the Koala
for tips on writing that perfect suicide letter. We
realize that it is our presence at UCSD that is solely responsible for the suicide of many affirmative
action and Che cafe groupies and it’s about time
we redeem ourselves. The following tips should
guide you in crafting a suicide letter that says,
“I got a B in 0-Chem,” with an extra twist of, “it’s
all your fault.”
1) Like a resume, your suicide letter highlights
your accomplishments, well actually your lack
there of. Make sure to mention those pesky suppressed sexual abuse memories even if they are
fictional. There is no better way to let your family know, “Hey, I’m dead” than a defamatory, “Dad
groped my testes.”
- For added impact, make the suicide letter private, only to be read at the funeral. The odd stares
your dad will receive earn priceless style points.

5) I always find it a good idea to
renounce the church, and all things
holy in your suicide note. It’s easy to
keep funeral attendees on the edge of
their seats, when everybody expects
your casket to catch on fire the instant
it touches sacred ground. If you plan
it right people will even wander over
from other funerals to watch.
A)For that little extra, “fuck
you.” Why not request that a fake
pair of hoofs be sticking out of your
coffin?

6) Make sure to mention that your suite
mates should under no circumstances be
relieved of the burden of their midterms or finals. Believe me that in twenty years from now they will have forgotten ‘our shy roommate that killed himself’
but will
always remember that motherfucker who
made them
deal with a suicide and 16 units worth of
hell. You
2) Unfortunately (assuming a traditional suicide),
can achieve this by mentioning that their succ
ess on
your loved ones will live on. But hey, if they
these midterms is essential for your soul
to be at
couldn’t help you, why not make sure the rest of
peace. If possible twist the knife by sayi
ng only
their life is torture? What better way to forever
B+ is passing and all else is a failure that
damns
remind friends and family that they coulda’ and
you to the tormentors in the pits of hell (NO
extra
shoulda’ stopped you from jumping than by leavcredit will be given).
ing them all your worldly possessions. Divvy up the
-Additionally, you should request to be
burgoodies and let the macabre garage sale begin!
ied with their textbooks, Lab books, and
orig
inal
-Make sure your books go to your most academicopy class notes to remember them by.
cally stressed friends, who knows maybe you’ll end
up reuniting on the other side sooner than you thought.
7) While, avoiding spelling and gramma
r errors
is always a good idea don’t worry about
it here.
3) Keep it cheeky, your goal is to get everybody to
No one will opt to point out your glaring
misuse
read it, and NO ONE wants to read a boring old suiof the word “your” when your hanging from
the
cide note. Send it to a newspaper- make sure to be huceiling, naked with a picture of your dog
,
“Mc
morous, or you’ll end up on that Obituary page. Try
Scruffles” taped to the end of your dick
.
including directions to “buried gold.” But, instead
of burying real gold, throw some jars of urine into
8) Writers’ block is not uncommon for some
one
the dirt. Make sure you hack off a body part, and
who is trying to wrap up a life that isn’t
even
float it in the urine- it’ll keep ‘em guessing:
eventful enough to continue. Try using
LSD
Sergeant: How did this student die?
for inspiration. Some of the best suicide
notes
Homicide Detective: Well, obviously, he pissed
have made reference to, snake men who
fall
out a finger. That’d kill anybody.
from clouds and whip tadpole tea parties
with
rainbows.
4) Send a txt msg. That doesn’t take a lots of
brains, which is fortunate as yours will soon be
Good luck and have fun with it. Remembe
r, no matter
dripping down your wall. Here’s an example:
what you end up saying, you always get
in the last
[hey, how do i do smileys?]
word.
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People for the Ethical Treatment of Everything (PETE)

History: Formed in 1999, as an offshoot of PETA, our
founders were appalled by the callous lack of concern
for the multitude of abuse casses that went unaddressed.
Why should sentience be a prerequisite for care? The
blatantly anthropocentric bent of PETA forced our hand
and we split off from PETA, taking a full 1.7% of the
club’s national membership with us. Those five people
formed PETE with the goal of saving those things that
weren’t fortunate enough to be born with big eyes and
cute faces.

Mission Statement: Everything in existence from humans to mountains possesses intrinsic value. Everything
in existence is equal. Period. You and I, black people,
chimpanzees, trees, mountains, streams, shag carpeting,
Bill Cosby and yes even dj’s are equal on a moral level.
Stressing the right of only humans and certain animals is
a pathetic and misguided endeavor. Until the majority can
wake up and open their eyes to this truth, we are doomed
to repeat the atrocities of the past. Deep ecology NOW!!!

Burned Alive

“It has been said that man is
a rational animal. All my life I
have been searching for evidence
which could support this.”
- Bertrand Russel

Our potato brothers and sisters are viciously burned alive.

Beaten

“It is easy for us to criticise the prejudices of our
grandfathers...It is more difficult to distance ourselves
from our own views, so that we can dispassionately
search for prejudices among the
beliefs and values we hold.”
- Peter Singer

Activism: We outline below just some of the horrors
being committed against everything, all around the world.
Many times, we are so used to seeing it, we hardly notice.
But each time everything is abused or mistreated, a little
part of our souls dies. Until everything is free, none of
us are. Take a look at the examples below, and then take
a look at yourself in the mirror. Do you see a monster in
the reflection or do you see a PETE? Doesn’t count if
your name is Pete.

Force-Fed

“I know what that torture is...With streaming eyes and parched, burning
throat, one wonders how the people of this nation already tasting blood
and pain can let this be done.”
- Hunger striking suffragist on being force-fed

This man finds pleasure in maliciously force-feeding this poor
grass. Even young children are trained to commit this heinous act.

Exploited

“Injustice anywhere is a
threat to justice everywhere.”
- Martin Luther King Jr.

Hey asshole, just because you listen to Smashing Pumpkins
doesn’t mean you have to!

Our plant bretheren are humiliated and forced into atrocious
shapes for consumer entertainment.

Treated as Cargo

Sold Off

“The animals of the world exist for their own reasons. They
were not made for humans any more than blacks were made for
whites or women for men.”
- Alice Walker

“54 Africans were chained
together, then thrown overboard...Since it was permissable to kill animals for
the safety of the ship, they
decided, it was permissable
to kill slaves for the same
reason.”
- Africans in America, PBS
Packed into the back of this small pickup truck, these
peaches are smothered by each other.

Entire races of fruits and vegetables are shamelessly tagged
with prices and sold to the highest bidder.
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Koala Laboratories and Investigative Technologies

Here at the Koala, we are 100%
committed to providing the highest quality in journalistic stuff to our loyal readers.
Lately we have been sucking big fat sweaty
donkey balls. So we decided to take a deep
look inside of ourselves (and a Japanese
school girl on our favorite internet site,)
shake thing up a bit, and figure out ways
improve our fine, fine newspaper. So we
applied for a few grants, and were awarded
a gracious grant for two million dollars
from the National Science Foundation
(NSF). With that money we founded Koala
Laboratories and Investigative Technologies (KLIT). Actually, we wasted most of
the money on booze, hookers, smack and
a goat, but with the fifty bucks we had left,
we bought a “Fun With Chemistry!” chemistry set and lit stuff on fire in our office.

“Buche”

Last month my roommate
Steve and I found ourby Sours
selves in a disturbing predicament. Low on weed and even lower on
hope, we searched for the next best thing.
Booze? No. Sex? Hell no. Rather we set
our sights on that which has made San
Diego legendary: cheap Mexican food. Our
goal was simple: leave no stone unturned,
and no toilet unclogged.
Whether it was a new sense of purpose,
the primal nature of our mission, or just the
cup of gasoline we’d been
huffing for the half-hour
prior, something in me had
changed and I knew I was
destined to retell this tale.
Plus, I was fuckin’ starving.
Our first destination was
Santana’s in Pacific Beach.
We were lured by the smell
of “basura” and Lucky
Strikes as soon as we’d stepped out of
the car, but were quickly sidetracked by a
group of ruffians huddled in a circle near
the dumpster. We quickly realized that the
two in the center were fighting, presumably
over mating rights or territory. I walked to
the group with my head held high and my
wits about me and immediately put five
bucks on the lanky kid with the amazing
reach. My instincts did not disappoint as
the kid laid out his tubby opponent in about

After spending many long research hours
puking, and wondering whether that rash
either came from the hookers, or the goat,
we made a few discoveries: Goats do not
like being fed beer. Since this is pretty much
self explanatory, we came up with a few
improvement ideas too.

3. We will now spend more time listening to our loyal readers, then tell them to
shut the fuck up, and quit being a bunch of
whiny bitches. Because we hate them, unless
they are hot chicks, then we hate fuck them.

1. The Koala will now promote greater
racial equality:
- Not only do we hate brown people, we        
  now hate the Dutch too! Actually, we hate  
  everyone. FUCK YOU KOALA READER

5. Our newspaper will now be printed on
two-ply chemical-free recycled paper. So
when you finish reading the paper, you can
wipe your ass with it, use it for spit wads to
shoot at the Asian people sitting in the front
row of Organic Chemistry, or to even act
like you care about the environment while
hitting on hippie chicks.

2. New technical articles to keep up with
UCSD’s image as a top research school.
With articles like:

4. More hate and violence.

***Hey Kids! Stay tuned for “how to

   “How to hot-wire golf carts at UCSD,”
hot-wire campus golf carts after get   “How to make a bong from a roll of duct           
ting drunk at the pub!”***
     tape, a box of fishing lures, and a
     hamster”

three punches. With my crisp new Andrew
Jackson, I purchased a pollo asado burrito.
The chicken was bland and the burrito was
uneventful. Damned disappointing.
Fueled by the fires of vengeance and the
burning salsa caliente in my eye, we next
found ourselves in the dark depths of Chula
Vista, where rumor has it that love can be
bought for any price, but sour cream costs
an additional sixty cents. We searched the
desolate avenues of lumber yards, construction companies, and questionable strip clubs
with no luck. Just as we were
heading home, a far-off beacon
appeared. As we pulled up to
Asada’s Mexican Food, Tijuana
glimmered in the distance like a
million urine- and vomit-stained
cubic zirconium and I could feel
nothing but awe. Opening the
car door, I was assaulted by the
blare of trumpets, the beautiful, busty señoras of Mexican soap operas,
and the sharp pain of chickens pecking at my
toes.
The scarred little man at the counter offered us a sample of what looked like sauted
pieces of labia. It was delicious as expected.
My roommate asked the gentleman at the
counter what exactly it was.
“Buche.” the man spat.
“Buche?” My roommate tried to clarify.
“Buche.” the man said again.

A cold chill ran down my spine. I stared
deep into that man’s one working eye searching for the truth, as his glass eye remained
fixed looking somewhere over my head.
Meanwhile his working eye probed me hungrily, imagining all the unspeakable things he
could do to me with taco sauce and cheese.
In broken English he said, “Boy, you got a
pretty mouth”… no… wait… that was Deliverance, but nonetheless, it was hot. Anyway ...
hearing this, Steve manned up and bought
a burrito full of the soft yet supple pink flesh,
licking and slurping hungrily with each bite.
“I love this,” he told me around a mouthful.
However, three-fourths of the way through
the burrito, Steve realized the meaning of
true horror as he bit into a mostly intact pig
testicle. Turns out, Steve had already been
accepted to UC Davis to veterinary school
next fall, so he knew his nuts. He was finished. I took him outside where he collapsed
in a drainage ditch, covered in his own vomit,
crying and convulsing. I took his wallet and
left.
Some say Steve died of hypothermia that
night, but I think it was a broken heart. The
journey meant as much to him as it meant to
me, yet it had tragically betrayed him. Also,
he’d just spent $4.50 for a burrito full of pig
balls, when they can be purchased at your
local butcher for pennies per pound. Fortunately, Steve’s death was not in vain, but
that’s another tale
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chicken. But fuck him, it’s
I Hate Dentists like
not like the old man is inno-

Everyone hates dentists, it’s no
secret. No one skips out to the
mail box, glances at the “Waiting for your next visit”? postcard and thinks, “Mother Mary,
how long has it been since I’ve
enjoyed the smell of my burning teeth, listening
in drugged euphoria as somebody
plays conductor to
the symphony of
hell in the orchestra
of my mouth?” No,
what’s really going
on in the scar tissue some might call my mind
is “Mother fucker, I wish I had
teeth made of diamonds.”
When I was young, I loved
everything and everyone, even
my grandmom who force-fed
me her cat’s urine. But despite
all this love, I still dreamed
of killing my dentist. “Oh, lie
down here, you’ll be so much
more comfortable,” he’d say.
Each time I’d imagine myself
rising up from the chair, smiting him with a giant model
molar of righteousness, choking him with mint flavored
piano wire, and stabing him
over and over again with that
fucking hooked tooth-scraper
thing. It’s pretty small, so I’d
have to stab him close to a
hundred times, and that would
suck because he looked like
Colonel Sanders and I really

cent.
I hope to god I’m immagining
this, I hope it was the anesthetic, but I swear I’d always wake
up with a lollipop triggering
my gag reflex as Col. Sanders
would be furiously wiping my
face, and buttoning my shirt.
Afterwards, I’d get a balloon. A
fucking balloon. Of course, I
couldn’t inflate it because my
grill was so full of Novocaine
that I’d be lucky to close my
mouth without chewing off half
my face in the process. The only thing
I could successfully
blow was, well, not a
balloon. And God forbid I wanted a fucking
Pepsi.
But the mental,
physical, and sexual
assaults of the dentist pale in
comparison to the horrors of
the waiting room. It’s only a
matter of time before you’re
compelled to play with that
damned abacus for calculus; at
least that’s what you call it so
you can pretend you’re captivated by something more intelligent than a bead toy made for
infants. But as we both know, it
doesn’t end there. I can’t count
how many times I rushed to the
Lego table eager to build the
biggest pair of boobs ever, only
to realize that one of them had
that fucking eye painted on it.
What sort of titties have eyes?

I Hate Me

As my pappy used to tell me, “You
spill my drink one more time, Boy,
and I swear to God, your skull’s
gonna have ‘Mag-Lite’ stamped
across it so many times that people
will think you’ve got an endorsement deal with them.” But my
father was a master of metaphor,
what he really meant was probably
more like, “Your whore of a mother left me for the dentist, so now I
get drunk a lot
and find exuses
to smash your
life-wrecking
teeth out of
your skull.”
It’s these earliest experiences
that I think
drove me to a life of drugs, childpornography, and dentistry.
Thankfully, things are better now. I’ve got money to feed
my children, my wife won’t leave
me for the dentist (cuz that’s me!),
and I was able to put my dad in a
good home in the back corner of
my basement where the dogs make
sure he can’t escape if the NO2
wears off and he gums through his
restraints. But being a dentist isn’t
all fun and games of making your
dad live out the rest of his life in
mumbling sorrow, it’s about adding some slap and tickle to your
daily routine. Everybody hates me,
even me. No one even returns my
Christmas cards. You don’t need
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to Google that to realize it hurts.
The shitty thing is, little kids hate
me the most. I don’t blame them,
but I do molest them.
Sometimes I pretend to wonder
why dentistry is the number one
profession for suicides so I can
lead up to this punch line. It makes
a lot of sense when you think about
it. What do I have to live for? I’d
really always wanted to be a doctor but then learned you had to be
smart. So I settled. Now I wake
every day to stick my face into a
diseased, rotted-out mouth that
smells of ass, and the only thing I
like sticking my face in that smells
like ass is ass. You’d think that
at some point in Dentistry School
they’d had us take Dentistry 399:
“If You Really Wanted to be a
Doctor, Kill Yourself Now.” Who
knows? Maybe that’s why
I’m so fond of illegally
abusing anesthetics and
little kids. I’m happy as
long as I’m drill-wielding and kiddy-fondling,
getting blasted on NO2,
trying to convince little
boys and girls that fluoride
really does come in a new pill form
from a bottle labeled “Rohypnol.“
I can get my jollies teabagging
your drooling, stretched-open
mouth and then using the X-ray
machine to see just how far I can
shove
my stainless steel
torture
tools
down
your
throat.
Wait ...
where
was that
punch
line?

Stupid Photo Caption of the Month
A Message from the President of the
American Dental Association

Are you funny? If not, do you think you are?
Wow we do too! Submit a caption for this
photo and receive ultimate infamy.

www.thekoala.org

Go to:
Submissions can be seen via a personal
using “best caption ever” as the subject line.
es

of god brought to their mouths. Because
when you are in my dentist’s chair, I am
god. Oh my god, this is getting me off, I’m
so fucking horny, oh, oh, oh, where’s dental
equipment?
Ok, I’m back, I just had to shoot my load
into fluoride treatment. Anyway, I just have
so much hatred to spread to the world, one
patient at a time. I can still remember the
day I decided to become a dentist. I had just
gotten my ass kicked by a bunch of punk
kids. Being a weak little pansy ass, I knew I
would never be able to defend myself on the
street, so I shot up, killed a 40 and thought
long and hard. How could I put a person
into a position of complete defenselessness?
Well, you get the point. Now I am the master
of pain., and I will freely spread my seed of
torture until the darkness comes and all burn
like pigs in the eternal fires hell.
Oh, and uh…. we at the ADA are committed to serve the public, and promote greater
dental health.

Hello, My name is Aaron Heifetz. I have
been a dentist for almost thirty years now.
I just love being a dentist. You know why?
Because I am a sadistic mother fucker, and
I’m rich bitch! I get to fuck with people
all day, then pick up hookers with my
BMW by night. You think that funny taste
in your mouth after you wake up is Novocaine? Think again. Oh, did I forget to
mention that I am a pervert too? I masturbate frequently, and usually all over my
dental equipment. But it’s not easy being
a playa, people don’t like the dentist, but
fuck them. If they don’t want to get fucked
with, they can brush their nasty ass teeth.
I swear some of these people have mouths
that literally smell like shit, even before I
rub my ass all over their face. So they need
to be punished, and have the violent wrath Dr. Aaron Heifetz.
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Stee-Vee’s Big Adventure
and they didn’t allow any nudity on the
floor. That’s right, 100 foot high posters
and 10 foot across LCD displays with
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THE STORY OF A REBEL AND HIS COCK

sloppy 455ths. As I started meeting people
at the show I quickly had a handful of
business cards from some of the biggest
names in the biz. I even met a girl that my
photographer knew from San Diego that I

very sexy hat obviously). My friend Dan
was the man and took a ton of pictures using his press pass to cut in front of every
one in the line of waiting spectators. We
also ran into Ron Jeremy, who was still
hung over from the night before. Look at
us! Witness The Past and the Future of
Porn.

“One of these things is not like the others”
Hey there Koala fans, this is a KOALA
special update! This is Steve York, Stevie
Why, The Whyman, better known as
your resident college student porn star. I
recently got back from the Adult Video
News (AVN) Awards in Las Vegas and
it was insanity! Imagine a 10,000 person
gangbang with porn playing on LCD
screens and giant posters of porn stars
everywhere!

“This chick is cool, not only
because she just graduated SDSU,
but because she wants to star in
my next video i.e. fuck me.”
Okay,
now
imagine
it without
the sex
and 9,900
of the
people
are nerdy
dudes
milling
around
looking
at hot,
almostnaked
chicks.
Yep, that pretty much sums up the AVN.
Tens of thousands of horny single men,
girls with way too much plastic surgery,
and the chance to wince every time you
need to use the bathroom wondering what
STD super-viruses are breeding after
Rocco Siffredi’s ass touched the seat.
They really
gayed up
the AVN
this year…
although I
didn’t go
last year so
I have nothing to judge
it against
but my
fantasies.
Anyway,
everywhere
I looked
there was
trannie porn

naked chicks taking it from 5 guys who
are taking it from 5 more guys while a
chimpanzee fellates itself in the corner are
okay, but if we see a real live boob there
will be hell to pay! Obviously all the girls
adhered to the rule as they all follow a
very strict moral code - them being in the
PORNO industry and all.

think I might do a scene with.
I spent that first night going party to
party around Vegas and everyone knew
me. It was fucking odd and amazing. I
found myself in a three story suite at the
Caesar’s Palace
being held by
a bunch of
people who run
a company that
only produces
amateur videos.
Tons of free
booze and miniorgies break out
everywhere. I
even had a miniorgie and this
time both of my
hands got involved!
I got back home at 5am and three of my
friends were in my room. Great,
it’s now a sausage-fest. And for
my gay fanbase - Great! It’s now
a SAUSAGEFEST!!! Plus, they
drank my bottle of Jager. We
got two hours of sleep and then
ordered $70 in breakfast room
service and headed back to the
show.

When I got to my hotel,
I had been in the car for
more than six hours so I
was horny as hell. This
was only enhanced when
I hopped into bed and
saw my reflection in the
room’s mirrored ceiling. I grabbed my laptop
and plugged it in. The
Holy shit we ran into so many inTropicana wanted fucking
teresting people that want to talk
$14.95 so I could use
to us about our porn on campus
my own laptop at their
Freedom Fight. Max Hardcore
hotel…what the hell?
(!) for example, who is best
Cuban hooker for $14.95
You could get a hooker
known for inserting speculums
in Cuba for that price! I guess I could also into vaginas and asses at the most extreme
rent a dirty movie through the On-Deangles, double fisting (and not the “drinkmand cable service for the same price too. ing” practice) and lots and lots of pissing.
Hmm. I had already seen “Hustler Centerfolds II” but
some variant on
the MILF theme
welcomed my
horniness. Ten
minutes in I
was already
bored. I got
so fed up with
it and started
thinking, “I’m
Oh, and he also has the most obscenity inin Vegas and
vestigations against him in America right
I’m a big shot
now and can’t even film in the country
motherfucker!”
anymore. God I love freedom…and Ass to
so I ordered the next MILF title…and it’s
Mouth.
another $14.95 down the drain along with
the half-hearted jizz I finally stroked out.
Alright, that story was for my gay fan
base, but enough about me jerking it.
Come Saturday morning I trekked to the
Sands Expo Center with the show in full
force. Thousands of people were lined
up to get in and here was The Why Man
getting his official
Media Pass and
bypassing all the
lines. Life was
good. Imagine if
you could get a
Media Pass like
that at one of
those 500 man
gang bangs?
That’d be awesome…no more

It was then that I met the girl of my
dreams, a 36-year old ten year industry
veteran who was going to college and
planning to go on to law school. I will
definitely tell you more about her in future
updates, but for now we are planning on
starting a production company together.
Not to mention she is a dominatrix, can
swallow swords in her strip act, knows no
gag reflex and has no problem orgasming
from anal. And she’s smart as shit. Damn,
I was in love with my girl, Anita, already.
I had planned
on leaving that
evening, but
instead Anita
got us into
the Penn and
Teller show
back stage
with a single
phone call. She
also took me
to the biggest
swingers club
in the world. It
was a $100 to
get in and she
got me in for
free. There was
a porn star on
my arm among
all these swingers and they are eyeing us
with their tongues licking their lips. That’s
when she demonstrated that she wasn’t
lying about that no gag reflex.
We went to
the Penn and
Teller show
with the best
tickets in the
house, went
backstage
and met
everyone
including
Ron Jeremy
again, and I
leave Vegas
back to my
parent’s
house spent.
So that was my weekend in a 1000 word
nutshell. But fuck you all cuz I know you
are only here for the pictures…

“The Man, the Myth, the Max”
Anyway, we all got official GOT MAX?
shirts, keychains, and signed posters.
Legend Peter North was very humble and
quiet; surprising for a guy who can ejaculate gallons of load at a hat’s notice (a

“Me butt fucking a porn star who
was so dumb she forgot to take off
her pants”
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KOALA PARTY REVIEWS
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Parties are rated on a scale from one to five, one being a party in which you were caught raping your 12-year old cousin by your billionaire grandfather and thus lost your inheritance, 5 being a party in which you level a 14 block radius with the vibrations emanating from the orgy of super
models that you both orchestrate and partake in.
Post Meeting Double Header 01/27/06
After receiving numerous requests to review a
Pike gathering, The Koala finally succumbed
and sent four dudes wearing Koala shirts to one
of their ventures. The Koala B-team exclusively consisting of Steve York and these four
random dudes made their presence known by
pleading with the doorman to get into the party.
This while the A-team was at the beach drinking and attempting to make sacraments of
young children. In what would become an epic
battle amidst the amber glow of a thousand old
back issues, two people, one the current editor
B-rad, the other a 12 year old boy would fight
each other to the death. When it became apparent who the clear cut victor was, and with all
the Koalan’s yelling “Finish Him”, the drunken
child God responding to Brads pleas to spare
his life in one breathless moment, kicked B-rad
over, spit gasoline on his face, and lit him with
a motion of his two fingers. Then He uttered
the words, “whos the fag now, bitch”.

politics. We get to the point where we start
referring to beer as “global oil supply” (plus
1 star) and we start arguing over the last few
beers. Fortunately Vince had strategic reserves
of scotch and weed in his bag and it achieved
peace in the middle east...briefly.
Eventually I lose my shirt and roll in to this
Costa Verde party that’s supposed to feature a
stripper and (the chick that runs www.stopthekoala.org.) The house featured a pretty good
ratio of taken chicks to single dudes along with
a dance room and eats to feed our faces. I was
definitely drunk enough to dance, however there
were a few deterrents. Some chick passed out
in the middle of the dance floor, there wasn’t
any Justin Timberlake music, and it’s hard to
dance to anything other than the Mossy Nissan
commercial in the FM dance room. Other than
that the hosts were certainly gracious enough
to put a blanket on me when I passed out in
the middle of their kitchen. And yes, a stripper
showed up with big boobs, as to which we kept
recycling “her” money. 3.5 stars.

Party @ old DG house on Edmonton 2/17/06
This party had all the makings of a great party,
they had a keg, jungle juice, hard A, beer pong,
pool, jacuzzi, and plenty of people. +2 star. No
music. -1 star. The only hot girls were an asian
girl in microscopic white shorts who looked
like she was trying to ditch her boyfriend the
whole night yet wouldn’t talk to anyone and a
super hot girl who wouldn’t let go of her boyfirend’s arm. -1 star. The super hot chick was
my girlfriend +1 star. The party lacked people
willing to go crazy and make this a party worth
remembering, myself included. The only thing
that saved this party was canadian Paul passed
out after 17 shots. All in all 2 stars.

Med School Party 2/10/06
Our Band’s Pre-Release/We’re Not Done Yet- More important than anything Pat was there.
Pat is a person I worship and for him being at
CD Release Party in North Park .
this party it automoatically adds like fifty stars.
I started calling everyone I know a few days
Aside from Pat’s presence this was a festive
in advance, minus the kleptomanics (plus one
star). The party started with my chamber group evening with a great crowd of people, with a
DJ who commanded the audience and plenty
busting some jams (plus one star) going right
of booze for all to consume. There were people
into some amazingly delicious and finely made
BBQ skewer shitz (plus one star). Keg of Stone dancing, and people were dressed up in the party’s luau theme. It’s important to note this party
Pale Ale (plus one star), table with shitz to
was on campus, and it featured multiple kegs,
put into the chocolate fountain (plus one star),
broken chocolate fountain (minus one star). At a great bartender, and three different professors
doing keg stands. The osmosis of the party was
10:30, ratios = slightly sausage. However, by
good because there was a good ratio of sluts.
11:00PM the ratios = massive amounts of fine,
3.85 stars.
imported sweater meats and moose knuckles
from around the boob (plus one star). Props to
the iPod DJ for the fine song selection for da
dance floor and self-realizatilion of possibility of deafness/cop-ness at 2:30AM when in
backyard (plus star). Girl of my wet dreams
walking in (plus one star). Having to deal with
her friend, “The Fun Vacuum” (minus one star).
Jamming out to usually decent 4 bar phrases of
da funky nature and a couple of my own (plus
one star). Having four unknown beauties come
up to me asking when am I gonna pluck some
G-string reggaes for them(plus one star, super
sweet). May I also add that this was the third
best party I have ever been to in my life, second was Vegas, and first was the most holiest
of nights - the very first Koala
Night at the Pub. Unfortunately,
as ordained in the rules of enNot just for juice spills
gagement with party-reviewing,
I am only able to give a max of
five stars and only on parties in
which you get laid. Therefore,
this party recieves 4.99 stars...
son of a bitch! Be sure to keep
an ear open for the next one in
April.

Winterfest 2/10/06
During the Jack’s Mannequin set, I hit on the
sister of the leukemia-ridden lead singer. When
Redman went crowd-surfing, I touched his ass.

Stripper party at Nicholles 2/3/06
Friday rolls around so a few of us head over
to the pub and get smashed and talk global

Tri Delt party in Mira Mesa 2/24/06
With a keg, some bottles of vodka, a beer pong
table in the garage, and a “project runway”
theme, the Try Delts (I have) attempted a party.
The theme was one of the most creative I had
heard of, yet in practice it looked more like a
mixed theme with elements of “lingerie,” “anything but clothes,” and “Jenny Craig.” I would
have suggested a runway, judges or something
in the house to support the theme rather than
just relying on people to dress silly. The ratio was decent but unless you were smashed
out of your mind the girls might as well have
been dudes. Speaking of smashed out of your
mind, there was a huge car accident at around
midnight literally feet from the party. A silver
Honda Civic T-boned the fuck out of a BMW
and chaos ensued. The party was relocated to
the crash scene. Cops rolled with a quickness
to bring order to the situation and the party
fizzled along with the responsible driver’s low
insurance rates.
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We did not write these personals, that one dude in Muir with AIDS did.
Seriously we did not write these, please stop asking if we did.

To all Asian men and other losers who complain
about white guys getting the asian chicks.....
Stop complaining pencil dick. The reason
Asian girls love white guys like me is becuz I
don’t have a small asian penis. Wet asian girls
want a big white dick not a small yellow roll of
pennies. Stop complaining, grow a dick and get
a girl, or sit by and let me and my fellow brotherin make the future of asians in America at
least half white. Just stop bitching, its not our
fault God hates you. Leave the hot asian girls
for us to take care of and we’ll let you have all
of the fat white chicks we don’t want. Well, unless we’re hammered and really need a blowjob.
Konichiwa bitches -CV the wet asian twat lover

The #1 “FUCK ME” PERSONAL
OF THE MONTH
To my hot ass, red head Acting 1 TA: I WANT
TO BONE YOU! I seriously want to ask you
out but I dont know if you are gay. Lets do a
scene in class where we make out. Please take
off your pants. PS that chick in our class is
FUCKING ANNOYING and i want to kick her
ass. Her fucking questions are fucking shit and
i hope she jumps off a cliff. I love you. -the hot
girl in ur class.-horny girl in Acting 1
To the Koala, stop screaming in my fucking ear
you fucks.
Hey bitch, that strap on you used on me hurt
like a bitch, but I kine of liked it. Does that
make me a bitch?
to the guy who gave me a filthy ramirez last
night, im filing for a rape charge bitch. i also
cant take dumps anymore. - jack
Dear roomate,
Yes. I went grocery shopping. You don’t have
to scream, “YOU WENT GROCERY SHOPPING!” Everytime I come home with grocery
bags in my hands. I already knew that. In fact
I was there when it happened. I know you
are borderline retarded and your parents gave
you way too much confidence, but you’re not
helping by screaming all the time. So shut up
forever.-Methamphetamine
To Martha P.
Even though, you are the biggest bitch in the
world, I’d still skullfuck you.
my balls ing hurt, cause I haven’t
mom in weeks.

ed your

Good Service
-Frank Johnson
T o all the fucking nerds at UCSD, all races but
especially you fucking asian nerds. Get the fuck
out, it is people like you that make this school
suck. When people want to party there are only
a few willing the rest of you nerds have the
books up your ass screaming, I AM LEARNING but its really your prof’s cock, fucking idiots. Why do you think everyone but you nerds
has fun until you come along and make us work
harder and do more work because you THRIST
FOR KNOWLEDGE, well listen up: you want
to quench that thirst, come suck my fucking
cock I will enlighten you on how to obey your
superiors, fucking lil dick motherfuckers.

ps if you love to party and hate nerds streak the
library this Friday drunk.-Sir Lancelot

To the girl I fucked who lives on Tenaya 4th
floor, you have herpes. At least ... you should.

All you White motherfuckers think you are pro
cause you fucked a few Asian girls. Well you
sir are pathetic. Do you know why? Because
you are unable to get a white chick, so you have
to settle with an Asian girl. Especially that guy
with freckles in my BILD 2 class with the Asian
girl. You guys are total losers because you
stooped so low to bag a minority…an Asian.
And I don’t feel too bad about the Asian girls
who are fucked by white guys because most of
the Asian girls at UCSD are ugly skank hoes.
And whats that to brag about? The Asian girls
here truly look like shit. They truly look like
peasants who should be picking rice. I hope the
Asian girls @ UCSD get STD’s and fuck off
you skank bitches. Well I guess another mans
trash is another mans treasure. You guys bring
vile to my mouth, every time I see you mother
fuckers. I so don’t want to see you guys slobbering over each other in BILD & OCHEM. It
looks subhuman.-HC Skorpio

Jason lives.

hi have u got wet fanny
To the computer science and electrical engineering dept proffessors. Do you fuckers speaka
any engrish? why don’t you phd FOB’s take
a mother fucking speech class you dirty ching
chang wong tong soup eating mother fuckers
-All the non FOB students
To all the people that sell Korean BBQ. I hate
you all. Seriously.
Honey, I told you I would send you a message
in the Koala. I love you and those aren’t AIDs
sores, just a little slap n’ tickle from an ex.
Eat shit Todd. -KC
fucken koala,
be ever so kind and include a couple chuck norris jokes
in the next edition,
cause as u know u have to keep up to the high
exp-fucken-ectaions of ure past editions, and of
the dedicated followers
the beaniest of all beaners
jsus

The #1 “FUCK YOU” PERSONAL
OF THE MONTH
Stupid UCSD WHORES!
To all you fucking UCSD WHOres! IM sick of
your clique shit! All you trendy sorority chicks!
Fuck you! All you hairy indie hippie bitch
cunts, FUCK YOU! All you hot asian bitches
who wont date anybody but small dicked asian
pussies, Fuck you! All (5) of you hot indian
chicks, Fuck you too! I challenge UCSD to
produce one woman of substance, who isnt a
flake, a bitch, or a cunt. I challange any woman
reading this to take off your fucking huge sunglasses that cover half of your face (how am i
supposed to cum on it if its all sunglasses?) and
your fucking ugg boots (you look like retarded
eskimos) and figure out how to be a worthwhile
human. To all the women at UCSD who spread
their legs for anything with a rod, Keep it up
even though i dont respect you
-Fookman

I thought I was lucky when I found a parking
place, and I was walking to class, but then you
peed on my head from the fifth story. I saw
you, but why?
I just shit my pants. This is not a joke. I need
help. I live in Revelle, Challenger 251.
To my hot ass TA, thanks for all the help outside of class, especially with the problem SEx.
where S, my sweaty ball sac, is an element of
the set of your mouth, x.
fuck DOC and fuck Abe Shragge
To that guy always on his blackberry. Get off
the phone you unbusinessman.
Luaghing out load is the most annoying shit in
the world. Laugh on the inside you retarded
shit smears. I don’t want to hear your cackling,
I hope you choke on a saw blade and die. Burn
in hell. Then I might laugh out loud.
You wonder why people talk about girls who
wear uggs and dorks who wear vans. It’s because every loser at UCSD looks at the ground
when they walk. The only shit these people can
talk is about footwear, it’s the only thing these
people notice. I’m going to walk around school
with football pads on and a viking helmet just
to see if anyone notices. If they do they can
join my cool club and wear weird shit on their
head and torso too.
To the tune of Tear Me Apart
“I want to fuck your puss,
lips wrapped around me tight
lie still close your eyes girl
young rape, it feels so right.”

Examples of Shit NOT to Send

To the black guy who always blocks my view
in class - fucking evolve within the next week
cause your egghead ain’t doing any good bitch,
and stop asking the professor stupid questions,
because all he hears is click oo ahh click from
you stupid nigger -Master Race
Ed Note: To Master Race and everyone else
who sent similar crap. While the personals section is meant to be an open forum
for UCSD students, apparently the concept
of being funny is a little harder to grasp for
some. The only good thing I can say about
this personal is it’s not full of spelling errors.
Though this personal might be a representation of your true feelings, it is not funny. All
of us here at the Koala now know just how
retarded you actually are so please refrain
from sending anymore proof.
Also don’t dare or beg us to print your personal, it’s pathetic.
Think you have something to say
that isn’t another example of shit
NOT to send?
submit personals at:

WWW.THEKOALA.ORG

